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QuizSoc
Quizzing ka Funda(3/6/2021)
Session to dive deep into the inside-outs of the quizzing subculture, it’s facets and formats,
quizzing lingo and so much more.It gave a taste of what the college quizzing scene looks like for
aspiring quizzers.
A “Bring Your Own Question” Quiz was conducted post the session with intrested candidates.It
was  a  quizzing  session  where every  participant  sends  in  a  question.Drafted  in  a  few new
recruits on the basis of this.

Cognitive 2021(31/7/21&1/08/21)
This was an interschool quizzing competition for students from grades 8 to 12. The preliminary
round was held on 31st July and saw participation from over 40 teams from 35 schools spread
across India and the Gulf countries. Only the best 8 teams qualified for the finals, which were
held on 1st August.
The format of the quiz was similar to college quizzing, and it was extremely well received by the
students, as it was very different from the conventional trivia based quizzes that are popular in
school circles.
The finals were also livestreamed on the LSD-NITK youtube channel



Hemanth Ganghadhar Memorial Quiz(25/9/2021 & 26/9/2021)

LSD’s first quiz of the academic year. Held in memory of our alum Hemanth Ganghadahar who
passed away in an unfortunate accident. Had a prelims and a final round. We streamed the final
round on youtube. Held by Final years in LSD QuizSoc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LvjBbURCDI



DebSoc

Debsoc Collab with IEEE NITK(14/5/2021-15/5/2021)
Held  a collaborative  event  with IEEE,  where we hosted a Just-A-Minute competition  and a
general  debate  for  first  year  students.  It  was  moderated  jointly  by  members  of  IEEE and
DebSoc

LSD Pride Month Discussion(25/6/2021)
A panel discussion on the topic “Impact of Covid on the queer community” was conducted in
collaboration with NITK Spectrum.It was moderated jointly by members of DebSoc and NITK-
Spectrum.



Let's Be Petty(11/9/2021)
The Debate Society held an event to encourage the more fun form of popular debating,
where people through any means and measure try to get their point across. We looked
at cases given in competitive entrance exams and took turns defending and prosecuting
in the most petty way possible.

NEP Elocution Contest(15/11/2021)



NITK  celebrated  National  Education  Day  to  commemorate  the  eminent
educationist and India's first Education minister, Maulana Azad. As part of
the  celebrations,  the  Debate Society  at  LSD hosted an Elocution/Speech
competition  on  the  National  Education  Policy.  It  was  intra  NITK   and
brought in impressive speeches and viewpoints.

Stage

In a Nutshell (9/7/21)
Stage’s annual flagship event. Recorded and premiered 3 plays to the students of NITK. Was
met with great reception and participation.The plays were livestreamed over Discord and was
attended by 100+ theatre  enthusiasts.The plays  were directed and acted by  students  from
scratch.This years edition also had a play that was an original script written by members of
LitGig as well.
The recorded plays were also uploaded later to IGTV



 

LitGig

Scrabble 3.0(10/9/2021)
Litgig’s famous Scrabble event.  Where they put participants against each other in a
tournament of scrabble. Incredibly competitive and a lot of fun, the event gathers plenty
of participants and spectators alike. The winner was Samyak Sand followed by Aakash
Wilfred.



Filmmakers Guild

Recruitments
Recruited enthusiastic students with a passion for film making and relevant skills in 
writing,editing,cinematography,directing etc.Held KEPs to upskill the members and 
planned out the schedule to start shooting films once offline campus life resumes.
 


